A     LONDON    YEAR
in the morning the rigid and apparently silent
streets are loud with the blowing of tin trumpets,
the hooting of toy horns, the beating of kettle-drums,
the winding of springs and the explosion of crackers.
To the homeless wanderer, however, to whom all
hearts turn on this day, London must appear to be
wrapped in a self-contained silence. Self-contained
it certainly is, for this is the only day in the year on
which London has no public life.
The big hotels, in order to keep their doors open,
must transform themselves into children's parties
and reproduce on an embarrassing and expensive
scale the atmosphere that exists so simply and so
beautifully in millions of little homes. Sometimes
young reporters, torn from the bosoms of their
families, are sent out on a cold unhappy tour of
London on Christmas Day. And they all tell the
same story. Bald old men, who ought to know
better, are wearing paper caps in the Ritz. The
Chelsea Pensioners are eating plum pudding.
Patients in hospitals lie in garlanded wards. The
homeless are herded in an atmosphere which is
described as c jolly \ That is all that we have ever
been able to extract from the most earnest and willing
of explorers.
But I can never understand why the earnest
young reporter takes the trouble to explore London
in search of Christmas. He would do far better if
he just stood outside the nearest house and described
the lit interior seen through a gap in the curtains :
the holly, the mistletoe, the bright children's faces,
the older faces on which Christmas has painted a
brief, exceptional carelessness.
It is a day that never changes. It is the one day
in the whole year in which London, splitting up into
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